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1.Does my child need this right now?
One of the biggest causes of overwhelm is buying things that our child
simply doesn't need, which makes it harder to concentrate on the
here and now. So ask yourself, if your child is still learning his
timetables, does he need those Maths books that are a couple of levels
higher? Does your eight year old really need a comprehensive book
for English grammar? It isn't to say we can't expose our kids to things
that are beyond their comfort zone, its being mindful we don't go
overboard with accumulating a cupboard of homeschool resources
that we won't use for years to come.

2. Can I see myself teaching this?
Remember, you aren't a school teacher who has little say in
what and how something is taught. You are the educator of your
child, not just the implementer of pre-made curriculum. Before you
purchase or print something, ask yourself, can you see yourself
teaching this. Does this fit my own teaching style? Will I enjoy
teaching this? Remember your own enthusiasm in teaching will
filter down into your child's learning experience. Don't dismiss it!

3. Does this fit the season of life I'm in right now?
Life has its seasons and some are more
predictable than others. So rather than
purchase things that add more pressure, do the
opposite and choose things that take that
pressure away. If you have young kids, is it
worth investing in something that takes hours
and hours of planning only not to be appreciated
for more than a few minutes? If you have a
newborn, is that new curriculum worth
investing in or is it better to continue on with
something you're already familiar with?
Let your season of life and season of
homeschool merge not clash!

4. Can something I already have do the same
thing?
As much as 'educational' resources have their
place, it's important to ask ourselves if we
really need that manipulative before we buy
it because often times we already have
useful things at hand that might not have
the 'educational' label. So could Lego
pieces help teach colours? Perhaps things
around the house could teach shapes? With
older kids, ask yourself the same. How many
workbooks do you actually need? Do you
really need all the printables or will a passage
of the text book be enough?

5. Is this going to add value or is going to take
something valuable away?
This is a big one! We want our kids to have this rich fulfilling
education, but what happens when we add too much? Well, think
of the saying 'too many cooks spoil the broth'. Adding too much
can take away from the depth homeschooling can promise and
actually leave you feeling busy but not enriched. So assess
before you invest. And make purchases that will truly add value
to your child's learning, not something that will compromise it.

6. Can I use this resource for multiple kids?

When you have several kids, resources can accumulate
fast and the homeschool budget dented super quick.
Although some investments will have to be for particular
ages, there are plenty you can use across the board. Try a
sample and see if you can tweak it to fit all ages, or if it
can be re-used for another child when they're ready. It
will save time and money insha'Allah.

7. Is this resource easily adaptable to
different learning styles?
Another super important one. Adapting to our
childs learning style can accelerate their
learning to a whole different level. The
curriculum itself doesn't know your child, so it's
your job to assess the curriculum through the
lens of your child. Can you make this hands on
for your kinaesthetic learner? Can you visual
learner skip the cut and paste and do something
else? Can your auditory learner record their
thoughts rather than write every lesson?
Go in with confidence and don't be afraid to
tweak!

8. How long will this take to put together?
Homeschooling shouldn't replace good old
family time. But choosing curriculum that
requires heavy planning can easily do just
that. The key here is balance. Having
some lighter planning subjects that just
require you to jot down page numbers
means you can then have fun with that rich
History lesson. But having EVERY lesson
that is planning heavy will take that fun
away. Have a mix of both so you can
spend more time teaching and enjoying the
lesson rather than planning.

9. Could I make this myself?
This is a good one to ask yourself for long-term ongoing things
because resources for 'staple subjects' in your homeschool can easily
lead to clutter because your buying them all the time, for all the kids.
So keep things simple, and make good use of your homeschool musthaves! Could you just laminate some sheets for 'dry and wipe'
handwriting? Could composition books be turned into nature
journals? Could books you have be used for copywork?
You don't need to rely on shop bought things for a quality
education. In fact, being resourceful is a sign your confidence is
growing.

and finally...
10. Did we miss this?
If you're struggling with keeping up with it all, try the
process of elimination. Put aside the lesson that you feel
isn't adding much, the books that others seemed to like but
your kids don't, the extra planners, and manipulative and at
the end of week ask yourself 'did we miss this?' If you find
yourself that you homeschooled just fine (and maybe even
better!), without them, they probably needn't have been
there in the first place.

Use this checklist as an 'audit' as you choose your resources!
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Careful Choices Checklist

1.Does my child need this right now?
2. Can I see myself teaching this?
3. Does this fit the season of life I'm in right now?
4. Can something I already have do the same
thing?
5. Is this going to add value or is going to take
something valuable away?
6. Can I use this resource for multiple kids?
7.Is this resource easily adaptable to different
learning styles?
8. How long will this take to put together?
9. Could I make this myself?
10. Did we miss this?

Remember, careful choices, calm home, confident you insha'Allah!
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